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An unusual case of post-anaesthesia voice loss
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To the Editor:

A 22-year-old male suffered from fixed wide mouth

opening and apparent inability to phonate clearly after

bilateral osteotomy-coronoidectomy for treatment of post-

traumatic chronic-progressive bilateral temporo-mandibu-

lar joint (TMJ) ankylosis with completely restricted mouth

opening. Because airway access (awake fiberoptic nasal

intubation), anesthetic course, and surgical TMJ mobili-

zation were uneventful, appropriate management on the

basis of diagnosis by the anesthesiologist (surgery-induced

airway edema: adrenaline nebulization and intravenous

steroids) and the surgeons (associated pain: multimodal

analgesia) were undertaken to treat the unusual postoper-

ative voice loss, Next morning, lack of improvement in

voice profile and elimination of the possibility of other

patient factors (malingering, long-term lack of awareness

of adequate mouth opening) prompted surgical re-exami-

nation, which revealed bilateral TMJ dislocation. Interest-

ingly, correction of TMJ dislocation resulted in immediate

return of normal phonation.

TMJ function is crucially important to maintaining the

voice quality [1]. There is evidence that TMJ disorder and/

or dysfunction (TMD) affects voice-related quality-of-life,

especially vocal self-perception. Also, any chronic TMD,

as in our case, induces cranio-skeletal malalignment and

asymmetrical stress patterns, which further complicates the

voice-loss issue [1, 2].

To conclude, for voice dysfunction after contentious

TMJ surgery, the anesthesiologist must always collate-and-

consider specific information on preoperative voice profile

(generation, pitch) and peri-surgical factors (masseter

spasm, TMJ dislocation) to arrive at a precise diagnosis,

take corrective action, and avoid responses that have their

own set of problems.
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